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Abstract

Gated-Attention (GA) Reader has been effec-
tive for reading comprehension. GA Reader
makes two assumptions: (1) a uni-directional
attention that uses an input query to gate to-
ken encodings of a document; (2) encoding at
the cloze position of an input query is con-
sidered for answer prediction. In this paper,
we propose Collaborative Gating (CG) and
Self-Belief Aggregation (SBA) to address the
above assumptions respectively. In CG, we
first use an input document to gate token en-
codings of an input query so that the influ-
ence of irrelevant query tokens may be re-
duced. Then the filtered query is used to gate
token encodings of an document in a collab-
orative fashion. In SBA, we conjecture that
query tokens other than the cloze token may
be informative for answer prediction. We ap-
ply self-attention to link the cloze token with
other tokens in a query so that the importance
of query tokens with respect to the cloze po-
sition are weighted. Then their evidences are
weighted, propagated and aggregated for bet-
ter reading comprehension. Experiments show
that our approaches advance the state-of-the-
art results in CNN, Daily Mail, and Who Did
What public test sets.

1 Introduction

Recently, machine reading has received a lot of at-
tention in the research community. Several large-
scale datasets of cloze-style query-document pairs
have been introduced to measure machine reading
capability. Deep leaning has been used for tex-
t comprehension with state-of-the-art approach-
es using attention mechanism. One simple and
effective approach is based on Gated Attention
(GA) (Dhingra et al., 2017). Viewing the at-
tention mechanism as word alignment, GA uses
document-to-query attention to align each word

∗ indicates equal contribution

position of a document with a word token in a
query in a “soft” manner. Then the expected en-
coding of the query, which can be viewed as a
masking vector, is computed for each word po-
sition of a document. Through a gating function
such as the element-wise product, each dimension
of a token encoding in a document is interact-
ed with the query for information filtering. Intu-
itively, each token of a document becomes query-
aware. Through the gating mechanism, only rele-
vant information in the document is kept for fur-
ther processing. Moreover, multi-hop reasoning is
applied that performs layer-wise information fil-
tering to improve machine reading performance.

In this paper, we propose Collaborative Gat-
ing (CG) that attempts to model bi-directional in-
formation filtering between query-document pairs.
We first apply query-to-document attention so
that each token encoding of a query becomes
document-aware. Then we use the filtered query
and apply usual document-to-query attention to
filter the document. Bi-directional attention mech-
anisms are performed in a collaborative manner.
Multi-hop reasoning is then applied like in the
GA Reader. Intuitively, bi-directional attention
may capture complementary information for bet-
ter machine comprehension (Seo et al., 2017; Cui
et al., 2017). By filtering query-document pairs,
we hope that feature representation at the final lay-
er will be more precise for answer prediction. Our
experiments have shown that CG can yield further
improvement compared to GA Reader.

Another contribution is the introduction of self-
attention mechanism in GA Reader. One assump-
tion made by GA Reader is that at the final lay-
er for answer prediction, only the cloze position
of a query is considered for computing the evi-
dence scores of entity candidates. We conjecture
that surrounding words in a query may be relat-
ed to the cloze position and thus provide addition-
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al evidence for answer prediction. Therefore, we
employ self-attention to weight each token of the
query with respect to the cloze token. Our pro-
posed Self-Belief Aggregation (SBA) amounts to
compute the expected encoding at the cloze po-
sition which can be viewed as evidence propaga-
tion from other word positions. Then similarity
scores between the expected cloze token and the
candidate entities of the document are computed
and aggregated at the final layer. Our experiments
have shown that SBA can improve machine read-
ing performance over GA Reader.

This paper is organized as follows: In Section 2,
we briefly describe related work. Section 3 gives
our proposed approaches to improve GA Reader.
We present experimental results in Section 4. In
Section 5, we summarize and conclude with future
work.

2 Related Work

The cloze-style reading comprehension task can
be formulated as: Given a document-query pair
(d, q), select c∈C that answers the cloze position
in q where C is the candidate set. Each candidate
answer c appears at least once in the document d.
Below are related approaches to address reading
comprehension problem.

Hermann et al. (2015) employed Attentive
Reader that computes a document vector via at-
tention using q, giving a joint representation
g(d(q), q). In some sense, d(q) becomes a query-
aware representation of a document. Impatient
Reader was proposed in the same paper to model
the joint representation but in a incremental fash-
ion. Stanford Reader (Chen et al., 2016) further
simplified Attentive Reader with shallower recur-
rent units and a bilinear attention. Attention-Sum
(AS) Reader introduced a bias towards frequently
occurred entity candidates via summation of the
probabilities of the same entity instances in a doc-
ument (Kadlec et al., 2016). Cui et al. (2017) pro-
posed Attention-over-Attention (AoA) Reader that
employed a two-way attention for reading compre-
hension. Multi-hop architecture for text compre-
hension was also investigated in (Hill et al., 2016;
Sordoni et al., 2016; Shen et al., 2017; Munkhdalai
and Yu, 2017; Dhingra et al., 2017). Kobayashi et
al. (2016) and Trischler et al. (2016) built dynamic
representations for candidate answers while read-
ing the document, sharing the same spirit to GA
Reader (Dhingra et al., 2017) where token encod-

ings of a document become query-aware. Brar-
da et al. (2017) proposed sequential attention to
make the alignment of query and document to-
kens context-aware. Wang et al. (2017a) showed
that additional linguistic features improve reading
comprehension.

Self-attention has been successfully applied in
various NLP applications including neural ma-
chine translation (Vaswani et al., 2017), abstrac-
tive summarization (Paulus et al., 2017) and sen-
tence embedding (Lin et al., 2017). Self-attention
links different positions of a sequence to gener-
ate a structural representation for the sequence.
In reading comprehension literature, self-attention
has been investigated. (Wang et al., 2017b) pro-
posed a Gated Self-Matching mechanism which
produced context-enhanced token encodings in a
document. In this paper, we have a different an-
gle for applying self-attention. We employ self-
attention to weight and propagate evidences from
different positions of a query to the cloze position
to enhance reading comprehension performance.

3 Proposed Approaches

To enhance the performance of GA Reader, we
propose: (1) Collaborative Gating and (2) Self-
Belief Aggregation described in Section 3.1 and
Section 3.2 respectively. The notations are con-
sistent to which in original GA Reader paper (see
Appendix A).

3.1 Collaborative Gating

In GA Reader, document-to-query attention is
applied to obtain query-aware token encodings
of a document. The attention flow is thus
uni-directional. Seo et al. (2017) and Cui et
al. (2017) showed that bi-directional attention
can be helpful for reading comprehension. In-
spired by their idea, we propose a Collaborative
Gating (CG) approach under GA Reader, where
query-to-document and document-to-query atten-
tion are applied in a collaborative manner. We
first use query-to-document attention to generate
document-aware query token encodings. Intu-
itively, we use the document to create a mask for
each query token. In this step, the query is said
to be “filtered” by the document. Then we use the
filtered query to gate document tokens like in GA
Reader. The document is said to be “filtered” by
the filtered query in the previous step. The output
document token encodings are fed into the nex-
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Figure 1: Collaborative Gating with a multi-hop architecture.

t computation layer. Figure 1 illustrates CG un-
der a multi-hop architecture, showing that CG fits
naturally into GA Reader. The mathematical no-
tations are consistent to GA Reader described in
Appendix A. Dashed lines represent dropout con-
nections. CG modules are circled. At each layer,
document tokens X and query tokens Y are fed
into Bi-GRUs to obtain token encodings Q and D.
Then we apply query-to-document attention to ob-
tain a document-aware query representation using
GA(Q,D):

βj = softmax(DT qj) (1)

d̃j = Dβj (2)

zj = qj � d̃j (3)

Upon this, we get the filtered query tokens Z =
[z1, z2, ..., z|Q|]. Then we apply document-to-
query attention using Z to obtain a query-aware
document representation using GA(D,Z):

αi = softmax(ZTdi) (4)

z̃i = Zαi (5)

xi = di � z̃i (6)

The resulting sequence X = [x1, x2, ..., x|D|] are
fed into the next layer. We also explore another
way to compute the term z̃ in equation 5. In par-
ticular, we may replace Z byQ in equation 5 since

Q is in the unmodified encoding space compared
to Z. We will study this effect in detail in Sec-
tion 4.

At the final layer of GA Reader, encoding at the
cloze position is used to calculate similarity score
for each word token in a document. We evaluate
whether applying the query-to-document attention
to filter the query is crucial before computing the
similarity scores. In other words, we use D(K) to
filter the query producing Z(K). Then the score
vector of document positions s is calculated as:

s = softmax((z
(K)
l )TD(K)) (7)

where index l is the cloze position. Similar to GA
Reader, the prediction then can be obtained using
equation 19 and equation 20 in Appendix A. We
will study the effect of this final filtering in detail
in Section 4.

3.2 Self Belief Aggregation
In this section, we introduce self-attention for GA
Reader to aggregate beliefs from positions other
than the cloze position. The motivation is that sur-
rounding words other than the cloze position of a
query may be informative so that beliefs from the
surrounding positions can be propagated into the
cloze position in a weighted manner. We employ
self-attention to measure the weight between the
cloze and surrounding positions. Figure 2 shows
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Figure 2: Self Belief Aggregation.

the Self-Belief Aggregation module at the final
layer of GA Reader. Query Y is fed into the S-
BA module that uses another Bi-directional GRU
to obtain token encodings B = [b1, b2, ..., b|Q|].
Then attention weights are computed using:

B =
←−−→
GRU(Y ) (8)

λ = softmax(BT bl) (9)

where l is the cloze position. λ measures the
importance of each query word with respect to
the cloze position. We compute weighted-sum
E[q

(K)
l ] using λ so that beliefs from surround-

ing words can be propagated and aggregated up-
on similarity score computation. Finally, scores at
word positions of a document are calculated using:

s = softmax((E[q
(K)
l ])TD(K)) (10)

When CG is applied jointly with SBA, the filtered
query Z(K) is used instead of Q(K). Namely,
E[q

(K)
l ]) is replaced by E[z

(K)
l ]) in equation 10.

Note that self-attention can also be applied on
documents to model correlation among words in
documents. Considering a document sentence
“Those efforts helped him earn the 2013 CNN
Hero of the Year” and query “@placeholder was
the 2013 CNN Hero of the Year”. Obviously, the
entity co-referenced by him is the answer. So we
hope that self-attention may have the co-reference
resolution effect for “him”. We will provide em-
pirical results in Section 4.

4 Experiments

We provide experimental evaluation on our pro-
posed approaches on public datasets in this sec-
tion.

4.1 Datasets

News stories from CNN and Daily Mail (Hermann
et al., 2015)1 were used to evaluate our approach-
es. In particular, a query was generated by re-
placing an entity in the summary with @place-
holder. Furthermore, entities in the news articles
were anonymized to erase the world knowledge
and co-occurrence effect for reading comprehen-
sion. Word embeddings of these anonymized enti-
ties are thus less informative.

Another dataset was Who Did What2 (WD-
W) (Onishi et al., 2016), constructed from the LD-
C English Gigaword newswire corpus. Document
pairs appeared around the same time period and
with shared entities were chosen. Then, one ar-
ticle was selected as document and another arti-
cle formed a cloze-style query. Queries that were
answered easily by the baseline were removed to
make the task more challenging. Two versions
of the WDW datasets were considered for experi-
ments: a smaller “strict” version and a larger but
noisy “relaxed” version. Both shared the same val-
idation and test sets.

4.2 Collaborative Gating Results

We evaluated Collaborative Gating under various
settings. Recall from Section 3.1, we proposed t-
wo schemes for calculating the gates: Using Q or
Z in equation 5. When using Z for computation,
the semantics of the query are altered. When using
the original Q, the semantics of the query are not
altered. Moreover, we also investigate whether to
apply query filtering at the final layer (denoted as
“+final filtering” in Table 2).

Results show that CG helps compared to the
baseline GA Reader. This may be due to the effect
of query-to-document attention which makes the
token encodings of a query more discriminable.
Moreover, it is crucial to apply query filtering at
the final layer. Using the original Q to compute
the gates brought us the best results with an abso-
lute gain of 0.7% compared to GA Reader on both
the validation and test sets. Empirically, we found

1https://github.com/deepmind/rc-data
2https://tticnlp.github.io/who_did_

what/
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Model CNN Daily Mail WDW Strict WDW Relaxed
Val Test Val Test Val Test Val Test

Deep LSTM Reader † 55.0 57.0 63.3 62.2 - - - -
Attentive Reader † 61.6 63.0 70.5 69.0 - 53 - 55
Impatient Reader † 61.8 63.8 69.0 68.0 - - - -
MemNets † 63.4 66.8 - - - - - -
AS Reader † 68.6 69.5 75.0 73.9 - 57 - 59
DER Network † 71.3 72.9 - - - - - -
Stanford AR † 73.8 73.6 77.6 76.6 - 64 - 65
Iterative AR † 72.6 73.3 - - - - - -
EpiReader † 73.4 74.0 - - - - - -
AoA Reader † 73.1 74.4 - - - - - -
ReasoNet † 72.9 74.7 77.6 76.6 - - - -
NSE † - - - - 66.5 66.2 67.0 66.7
BiDAF † 76.3 76.9 80.3 79.6 - - - -
GA Reader † 77.9 77.9 81.5 80.9 71.6 71.2 72.6 72.6
MemNets (ensemble) † 66.2 69.4 - - - - - -
AS Reader (ensemble) † 73.9 75.4 78.7 77.7 - - - -
Stanford AR (ensemble) † 77.2 77.6 80.2 79.2 - - - -
Iterative AR (ensemble) † 75.2 76.1 - - - - - -
CG 78.6 78.6 81.9 81.4 72.4 71.9 73.0 72.6
SBA 78.5 78.9 82.0 81.2 71.5 71.5 72.3 71.3
CG + SBA 78.5 78.2 81.9 81.2 72.4 72.0 73.1 72.8

Table 1: Validation and test accuracies on CNN, Daily Mail and WDW. Results marked with † are previously
published results.

Model Accuracy
Val Test

GA Reader 77.9 77.9
CG (by Z) 78.4 78.1
CG (by Q) 77.9 78.1
CG (by Z, +final filtering) 78.7 77.9
CG (by Q, +final filtering) 78.6 78.6

Table 2: Performance of Collaborative Gating under
different settings on the CNN corpus.

that CG usingZ for gate computation seems easier
to overfit. Therefore, we use CG with the setting
“by Q, +final filtering” for further comparison.

4.3 Self-Belief Aggregation Results
To study the effect of SBA, we disabled CG in the
reported experiments of this section. Furthermore,
we compare the attention functions using dot prod-
uct and a feed forward neural network with tanh()
activation (Wang et al., 2017b). Results are shown
in Table 3.

SBA yielded performance gain on all settings
when the attention function was dot product. On
the other hand, attention function using feed-

Model Accuracy
Val Test

GA Reader 77.9 77.9
SBA on Q(K) (tanh) 77.1 77.1
SBA on Q(K) 78.5 78.9
SBA on D(K) 78.1 78.3
SBA on D(K)&Q(K) 78.1 78.2

Table 3: Performance of Self-Belief Aggregation under
different settings on the CNN corpus.

forward neural network degraded accuracy com-
pared to the baseline GA Reader which was sur-
prising to us. Although SBA on Q(K) and D(K)

individually yielded performance gain, combining
them together did not bring further improvement.
Even a slight drop in test accuracy was observed.
Applying SBA on both query and document may
make the training more difficult. From the empir-
ical results, it seems that the learning process was
led solely by document self-attention. In future
work, we will consider a stepwise approach where
the previous best model of a simplier network ar-
chitecture will be used for initialization to avoid
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Query: in a video , @placeholder says he is sick of @entity3 being discriminated against in
@entity5 (Correct Answer: @entity18)
GA Reader (Prediction: @entity4):
@entity4 , the leader of the @entity5 @entity9 ( @entity9 ) , complains that @entity5

’s membership of the @entity11 means it is powerless to stop a flow of foreign immigrants

, many from impoverished @entity15 , into his ” small island ” nation . in a video posted

on @entity20 , prince @entity18 said he was fed up with discrimination against @entity3

living in @entity5 .
Collaborative Gating (Prediction: @entity18):
@entity4 , the leader of the @entity5 @entity9 ( @entity9 ) , complains that @entity5

’s membership of the @entity11 means it is powerless to stop a flow of foreign immigrants

, many from impoverished @entity15 , into his ” small island ” nation . in a video posted

on @entity20 , prince @entity18 said he was fed up with discrimination against @entity3

living in @entity5 .
Self Belief Aggregation (Prediction: @entity18):
@entity4 , the leader of the @entity5 @entity9 ( @entity9 ) , complains that @entity5

’s membership of the @entity11 means it is powerless to stop a flow of foreign immigrants

, many from impoverished @entity15 , into his ” small island ” nation . in a video posted

on @entity20 , prince @entity18 said he was fed up with discrimination against @entity3

living in @entity5 .

Figure 3: Comparison between GA Reader and our proposed approaches. Entities with more red color receives
higher softmax scores.

joint training from scratch. Self-attention over a
long document may be difficult. Constraints such
as locality may be imposed to restrict the number
of word candidates in self-attention. We conjec-
ture that modeling co-reference between entities
and pronouns may be helpful compared to the full-
blown self-attention over all word tokens in a doc-
ument.

Figure 4 shows self-attention on two sample
queries using a trained model. Surprisingly, the
attention weight at the cloze position is almost

Query: in a video , @placeholder says
he is sick of @entity3 being discriminated
against in @entity5

Query: @placeholder @entity0 built a
vast business empire

Figure 4: Self beliefs on each query positions with re-
spect to @placeholder.

equal to unity. As a result, the weighted-sum of
encodings at the cloze position reduces to encod-
ing at the cloze position, that is the assumption of
GA Reader. This may imply that SBA somehow

contributes to better GA Reader training. Since the
attention weight at the cloze position is almost uni-
ty, SBA can be removed during test. On the other
hand, SBA did not work well on smaller datasets
such as WDW.

4.4 Overall Results

We compare our approaches with previous pub-
lished models as shown in Table 1. Note that CG
and SBA are under the best settings reported in
previous sections. CG+SBA denotes the combina-
tion of the best settings of our proposed approach-
es described in earlier sections. Overall, our ap-
proaches achieved the best validation and test ac-
curacies on all datasets. On CNN and Daily Mail,
CG or SBA performed similarly. But the combi-
nation of them did not always yield additional gain
on all datasets. CG exploited information from
query and document while SBA only used query.
Although these two approaches are quite differen-
t, CG and SBA may not have strong complemen-
tary relationship for combination from the empiri-
cal results.
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4.5 Significance Testing
We conducted McNemar’s test on the best results
we achieved using sclite toolkit 3. The test showed
the gains we achieved were all significant at 95%
confidence level. To complete the test, we repeat-
ed the baseline GA Reader. Our repetition of GA
Reader yielded almost the same accuracies report-
ed by the original GA Reader paper.

5 Conclusion

We presented Collaborative Gating and Self-
Belief Aggregation to optimize Gated-Attention
Reader. Collaborative Gating employs document-
to-query and query-to-document attentions in a
collaborative and multi-hop manner. With gating
mechanism, both document and query are filtered
to achieve more fine-grained feature representa-
tion for machine reading. Self-Belief Aggregation
attempts to propagate encodings of other query
words into the cloze position using self-attention
to relax the assumption of GA Reader. We e-
valuated our approaches on standard datasets and
achieved state-of-the-art results compared to the
previously published results. Collaborative Gating
performed well on all datasets while SBA seems to
work better on large datasets. The combination of
Collaborative Gating and Self-Belief Aggregation
did not bring significant additive improvements,
which may imply that they are not complementary.
We hope that self-attention mechnism may cap-
ture the effect of co-reference among words. So
far, experimental results did not bring gain more
than we hope for. Perhaps more constraints in self-
attention should be imposed to learn a better mod-
el for future work. Another future investigation
would be to apply SBA at each layer of GA Reader
and further investigate better interaction with Col-
laborative Gating.
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A Gated-Attention Reader

Dhingra et al. (2017) proposed Gated-Attention
Reader that combined two successful factors for
text comprehension: Multi-hop architecture (We-
ston et al., 2014; Sukhbaatar et al., 2015) and at-
tention mechanism (Bahdanau et al., 2015; Cho
et al., 2014). At each layer, the Gated-Attention
module applies attention to interact with each di-
mension of token encodings of a document, gener-
ating query-aware token encodings. The gated to-
ken encodings were then fed as inputs to the next
layer. After a multi-hop representation learning,
dot product was applied to measure the relevance
between each word position in a document and the
cloze position of a query. The score of each candi-
date entity token was calculated and summed like
in the Attention-Sum Reader. Below are the de-
tails describing GA Reader computation.

Gated Recurrent Units (GRU) are used for
text encoding. For an input sequence X =
[x1, x2, ..., xT ], the output sequence H =
[h1, h2, ..., hT ] can be computed as follows:

rt = σ(Wrxt + Urht−1 + br)

zt = σ(Wzxt + Uzht−1 + bz)

h̃t = tanh(Whxt + Uh(rt � ht−1) + bh)

ht = (1− zt)� ht−1 + zt � h̃t
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where � denotes the element-wise multiplication.
rt and zt are reset and update gates respective-
ly. A Bi-directional GRU (Bi-GRU) is used to
process the sequence in both forward and back-
ward directions. The produced output sequences
[hf1 , h

f
2 , ..., h

f
T ] and [hb1, h

b
2, ..., h

b
T ] are concate-

nated as output encodings:
←−−→
GRU(X) = [hf1 ||hbT , ..., hfT ||hb1] (11)

Let X(1) = [x
(1)
1 , x

(1)
2 , ..., x

(1)
|D|] denote token em-

beddings of a document, and Y = [y1, y2, ..., y|Q|]
denote token embeddings of a query. |D| and |Q|
are the length of a document and a query respec-
tively. The multi-hop architecture can be formu-
lated as follows:

D(k) =
←−−→
GRU

(k)
D (X(k)) (12)

Q(k) =
←−−→
GRU

(k)
Q (Y ) (13)

X(k+1) = GA(D(k), Q(k)) (14)

where GA(D,Q) is a Gated-Attention module.
Mathematically, it is defined as:

αi = softmax(QTdi) (15)

q̃i = Qαi (16)

xi = di � q̃i (17)

where di is the i-th token inD. LetK be the index
of the final layer, GA Reader predicts an answer
using:

s = softmax((q
(K)
l )TD(K)) (18)

Pr(c|d, q) ∝
∑

i∈I(c,d)
si (19)

c∗ = argmaxc∈CPr(c|d, q) (20)

where l is the cloze position, c is a candidate and
I(c, d) is the set of positions where a token c ap-
pears in document d. c∗ is the predicted answer.

B Implementation Details

We used the optimal configurations for CNN, Dai-
ly Mail and WDW datasets provided by (Dhin-
gra et al., 2017) for our experiments. Our code
was implemented based on the source code 4 using
Theano (Al-Rfou et al., 2016). Character embed-
ding (Dhingra et al., 2016) and the token-level in-
dicator feature (Li et al., 2016) were used for WD-
W. For CNN and Daily Mail, GloVe vectors (Pen-
nington et al., 2014) were used for word embed-
ding initialization. We employed gradient clipping

4https://github.com/bdhingra/ga-reader

to stabilize GRU training (Pascanu et al., 2013).
ADAM (Kingma and Ba, 2015) optimizer was
used in all of our experiments.
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